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Well, I will begin by introducing myself first. I was born in Pekanbaru on
January 14th 1993, the capital city of Riau province. I am currently living in
Pekanbaru (Indonesia). This year will be my second year as a student at the
Islamic University of Riau (UIR). The program that I am attending for almost
three semesters is a Bachelor degree (S1) under Teacher Training and Education
Faculty (FKIP).
It is my second time to join an international program, with different themes and
content. I have to write my intention, why I wanted to join this program, 7th
Youth Peace Ambassador. I am a youth. I have big intention to help people. I
would like to introduce peace itself based on the prespective of an Indonesian
student. I want to share the idea and give contributions to other delegates in
order to define peace in a global scope. I want to learn how the other delegates
make a deal with the conflict in their country and how they create a peaceful life
and	
   try to implement their ways in my country. I want to be a sponge so I can
adsorb as many posititve things and lessons, and exchanges view with the other
delegates. I want to build a new link and friends, and international connections
by knowing them selves, culture and language.
As a youth of Indonesia, I also want to show to the country that I am worth to
become the example of Indonesian youth, and become one of Youth Peace
Ambassadors by bring the lessons which I gained from the workshop to make a
difference in my country, Indonesia.
I believe in this forum I’ll get knowledge about 'peace' and leadership skills,
where we know that the world is not currently in a state of peace. Everywhere
there are so many conflicts, both domestic and foreign conflicts. And I am sure
this forum will give me a lot of knowledge, advice, efforts to ease tensions
caused by the conflict. I can learn about many circumstaces on conflict and
creating peace. In order to develop the organizations and also enhance the
quality of the human resources inside of the organization that I lead or join. We
realize that youth people should be able to create their own field of work, and
directly or indirectly help their country to reduce violence and increase peace.
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